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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a mechanism for the authorization and monitoring of data for a web based e-learning system. System data as well as the different user groups accessing the data have been defined. Constraints to use the LAMP solution stack, the UML models are coded in PHP which is embedded in the HTML. These interfaces are used as doorways through which different users, as per their role, can access and work on the system data according to their clearance. On the other hand, the administrator can see different reports, from system logs by simply pressing a button.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth in ICT has spread to all facets of our lives, not leaving the education sector behind. We, however, have to take a ride on this technology carefully, not compromising our privacy and the integrity of the content on one hand but ensuring a graceful adaptation on the other hand.

The profile of the stakeholders of secondary education in Tanzania includes 95% students; 4.8%, teachers and the remaining few, the administrators and system supervisors [1]. Within this profile, the students, which are the majority, are mainly at the receiving end of knowledge. The teachers create the knowledge whereas the management team regulates the knowledge exchange process. There is a need to maintain this division of roles with the introduction of new technologies in education so as to reduce training requirements hence making technology a means to ease the learning process rather than a burden.

On the other hand, it has happened in many cases that only after a problem has occurred one discovers that there had been signs of the impending trouble for a long time back. In some cases this has happened as a result of one not knowing what danger a certain hazard can lead to, but, in other cases, it has been due to one not even knowing whether a certain situation is a security hazard.

In the first case, the mere presence of a monitoring mechanism could solve the problem. This implies that, by just watching what is happening in a system, one can tell when something is not right. The problem with this simple solution is that the problem makers have become tactical and to keep up with them, one has to always find ways around not only the first scenario but the second as well [2,3].

The situation thus necessitates for a monitoring that can detect policy violations and go a step further to assess threats to the system security. In addition, a monitoring mechanism should be able to detect malicious attacks, to check the system performance, to maintain the system configuration, to keep system accounts (useful for forensic analysis) and to allow for timely fault detection in a computing environment [4-6]. In this way, the corresponding system administrator can find problems and resolve them before serious damage occurs while at the same time being able to detect unauthorized accesses and deal with them accordingly.

II. WEB BASED RESOURCES AUTHORIZATION

Process Description

The aim is to have a system with mutual exclusive rights among roles. This is so as to prevent one super user having the clearance to do whatever one wishes to the system. Furthermore, security by obscurity is intended where any user, unauthorized to perform a certain task, can not access even an interface to the task. This is different from systems where the interface is always present but inactive for unauthorized entities or displaying messages of unauthorized.

There is, therefore, a PHP script in place that will probe the user for the authentication credentials and use this information to define the role of that particular user according to the information in SQL databases. Upon role definition, a customized HTML interface, according to one’s role, should be presented to the user. In addition, each customized interface will have to verify the session (the authentication credentials and the role) just in case the user bypassed the normal entry point to the interface. There were five roles defined, namely, Administrator, Moderator, Illustrator, Student and Guest.

Administrator: System configuration, creation of Guest account, responsible for logs: generates reports from logs, rotates logs and archives them. Can modify the Administrator account information or delete the account.
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altogether. This is a new post that schools have to create to manage the non-academic aspects of the system.

**Moderator:** Student information management, overall in charge of system data except for the logs. The Moderator can create Administrator account if none exists. Creates Illustrator and Student accounts. Creates the Moderator account once and this account can not be deleted, only modified. Manages the rest of the databases. This role reflects the school administration team. Takes care of staff records. Creates announcements for staff and students.

**Illustrator:** This role is equivalent to that played by the academic staff in a secondary school. The Moderator creates learning materials, produces academic reports, exams, tests, quizzes. Takes care of student records. May create announcements. Can read announcements meant for staff.

**Student:** Learning Materials, Announcements, student information, student. As the name implies, this is where the student interfaces to the system. The student can access learning materials as well as the relevant student announcements and/or information. Can create one’s own account and modify account profile.

**Guest:** This is the role of a visitor to an academic institution. The tasks are also in five groups, depending on the category of data in question. These are as tabulated in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data group</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Accounts</td>
<td>Create, Modify, Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account information</td>
<td>Read, Modify, Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons / Student reports</td>
<td>Upload, Read, Modify, Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Read, Append, Modify, Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logs</td>
<td>Read, Append, Modify, Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web documents</td>
<td>View, Edit, Delete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assumptions**
There are several assumptions that were made to ease the design of the interfaces. These are as described in the following paragraphs:
(i) All soft documents will be internally produced.
(ii) Hard documents will first be scanned before storage.
(iii) Identity spoofing is under control.
(iv) Requirements Definition

**Interface Requirements**

**The home page:**
Should be visible to the public.
Should have a log in facility.
Should allow an existing user to a maximum of three wrong log in attempts.
Should allow for a visitor to create a Guest account.
Should allow for a visitor to create a Student account.
The Administrator interface
Should verify that the session accessing it is of administrator type.
Should allow the administrator to access system log.
Should allow the administrator to generate reports from the system logs.
Should allow the administrator to view the server logs.
Should allow the administrator to generate reports from the server logs.
Should allow the administrator to rotate and archive logs.
Should allow the administrator to interact with the logs database.
Should allow the administrator to create the guest account.
Should allow the administrator to edit the administrator account profile.
Should allow the administrator to view allowed web documents.

**The Moderator interface:**
Should verify that the session accessing it is of moderator type.
Should allow the moderator to create an administrator account if none exists yet.
Should allow the moderator to create Illustrator and Student accounts.
Should allow the moderator to modify the moderator account profile.
Should allow the moderator to interact with all databases except for the logs.
Should allow the moderator to view all learning materials.
Should allow the moderator to view allowed web documents.

**The Illustrator interface:**
Should verify that the session accessing it is of illustrator type.

If there have been three wrong ID entries, the login window should be closed and the script exited.

**Technology Constraints:** The software components of the system should be Linux (the operating system), Apache (the web server), PHP (the scripting language) and MySQL (the Database Management System).

**Project Management:** User documentation is required

**Safety Requirements:** There should be a session check on each page.

**Legacy Requirements:** All sessions should be timed. All sessions should be logged.
Should allow the illustrator to edit the Illustrator account profile.
Should allow the Illustrator to delete (terminate) the Illustrator account.
Should allow the Illustrator to create Student account.
Should allow the Illustrator to register Students for the learning material.
Should allow the Illustrator to create lessons
Should allow the Illustrator to edit own lessons.
Should allow the Illustrator to interact with learning materials storage.
Should allow the Illustrator to view allowed web documents.

**The Student interface:**
Should verify that the session accessing it is of student type.
Should allow for a Student to edit the Student account profile.
Should allow the Student to view learning materials registered for.
Should allow the Student to view allowed web documents.

**The Guest interface:**
Should verify that the session accessing it is of guest type.
Should allow the guest to edit Guest account profile.

(c) Applications Requirements

**The CONTROLLER**

Should verify that authentication credentials provided by a user exist in the database.
Should not be accessible by any user.
Should prevent some characters in the place of username and password to prevent fatal commands to the system.
Should prevent passwords less than 6 characters long.
Should restrict passwords to the alphabet and numerals only.
Should allow not more than three login attempts by a user.
Should provide a user interface that corresponds to the role of a user.

**The DATABASE MANAGER.**

Should be accessed directly by the Administrator as an interface to the logs.
Should be accessed directly by the moderator as an interface to the rest of the databases.
Should be accessed by the LOGGER for log entry.
Should be accessed by the all other roles via script interfaces; particularly, the PROFILER for registering new users and the STUD ILL INT for interfacing Student and Illustrator to learning materials in the database.

**System Design**

The system will have three tiers, namely the user-interface layer, the application layer and the databases. The uppermost, user-interface layer comprises the role specific HTML pages through which the users can access various allowed data items in the system. This access is however not direct but via the PHP application layer, which is made up of several scripts for user validation and interaction with the databases. Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the system.

The database layer contains the actual data items, systemically arranged for fast and easy retrieval.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF WEB BASED RESOURCES AUTHORIZATION

Upon entering the main page, a user is given an option to log in if he or she already has an account. The screen would contain that interface as shown in figure 2, at the left side of the page.

![Fig. 1: Block Diagram of the Web Based resource Authorisation System.](image)

On the other hand, if one has no an account in the system, he or she would, on the same page, be prompted to create, either a permanent Student account or a one session guest account as depicted in figure 3.

![Fig. 2: User Interface for Login](image)
The Apache web server utilizes the powerful standard logging server that comes with UNIX, namely Syslogd. Syslogd which reads and forwards system messages to the appropriate log files or users, depending upon the priority of a message and the system facility from which it originates.

Syslogd reads from the STREAMS log driver, /dev/log, and from any transport provider specified in /etc/netconfig, /etc/net/transport/host, and /etc/net/transport/services. It is also possible for syslogd, configured via syslog.conf, to point to a pipe instead of the messages file.

By default, apache has two log files which are access_log and error_log. To tell the logging facility what exactly should be recorded in these files, the LogFormat directive is used. By default the two log formats in use are the Common log format and the Combined log format. One can however define another format and call it whatever one wishes. Besides, one could create log files in addition to the default files or even direct the logs to an external program via the TransferLog or the newer, CustomLog directives.

The monitoring mechanism employs the MONITOR, a PHP script which is to be accessible via the Moderator interface. The main purpose of its design is to produce relevant reports from database stored logs. This therefore necessitated the presence of the LOGGER, which would extract Apache logged data, parse it and load it accordingly to a relevant table. Furthermore, Log rotating and archiving were added to satisfy the legacy requirements of the current monitoring mechanism.

The first step was, however, to configure Apache such that the information logged was that of interest as per requirements. This information included: the remote host name (%h), time in common log format time format (%t), the first line of request (“%r”), the returned response status (%s), bytes sent excluding the HTTP header (%b), the process ID of the child that serviced the request (%p) and the time taken, in seconds, to service the request (%T). It could be seen that this is the Common Log Format with additional two last fields. An example of such an entry would look as follows:

```
127.0.0.1 [18/Apr/2007:16:05:50 +0300] "GET/ alumnit.php HTTP/1.1" 200 - "=" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; rv:1.7.3) Gecko/20040102 Firefox/0.10.1"
```

Information in the standard log files is kept as a back up.

### Requirements Definition

#### Legacy Requirements:

The error log should be monitored continuously using the command `"tail -f error_log"`. No one should have write access to the directory the logs are stored in without being purposely intended so. Raw logs should be processed carefully since log files may contain information supplied directly by the client, without escaping making it possible for malicious clients to insert control-characters in the log files.

#### Security:

Logger program must be kept simple.
Code must be audited for vulnerabilities like buffer overflow. Directory where the program resides must be owned by root, and non-root users should not have write permissions. Log size must be kept in control by rotating logs periodically. Archived logs should be compressed to save disc space. Raw log entries should be filtered and sanitized before storage to get separate fields for the log table.

As it was pointed out previously, all monitoring activities are the responsibility of the Administrator and hence all logs and monitoring scripts would be accessible only by the Administrator. The LOGGER would read from Apache log files, parse the lines into distinct fields and load the data into the Logs table. The MONITOR would produce reports on system usage depending on:

**The users:** All, the Administrator, the Moderator(s), the Illustrator(s), the Student(s), and the Guest(s)

**The Web documents:** Creation, Modification, Deletion, Read / Normal Access.

**Time frame:** Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Monthly.

**Format:** Printable and/or Graphical.

The flowcharts for the LOGGER and the MONITOR are as shown in figures 5 and 6.

![Flowchart of the Logger](image)

**Fig. 5: Flowchart of the Logger.**

![Flowchart of the Monitor](image)

**Fig. 6: Flowchart of the Monitor.**

V. SYSTEM TEST RESULTS

To recall, the system is kept in place to make sure that the right people access the right information. In addition, the system keeps an eye on all that is happening within the server and report it to the administrator at his or her discretion. As an example, if the administrator wants to generate weekly access statistics within the server, a brief graphical summary would pop up in a new browser page and give some brief information as shown in figure 7.

![Weekly server access statistics](image)

**Fig. 7: A graphical report on server access statistics over a week.**

VI. RELATED WORK

With regard to the need for authorization and monitoring in e-learning systems, the researchers have unanimously stressed on its necessity [8, 9, 10, and 12]. A proper authorization mechanism will ensure data integrity,
reliability [10] and above all accountability of the source of the data, which are important for an educational institution [8]. Nevertheless, authors suggested different mechanisms to solve the problem, including biometrics, digital certificates and access control lists [14]. The suggested mechanisms have been proposed to cater for a particular need in a given case study since there is a trade off between authorization and access controls in general, on one hand and the wide dissemination and availability of materials for information sharing on the other hand.

Furthermore, with the exception of biometrics, the data authorization implementation could be at the discretion of the user or mandatory according to some preconfigured rules [13]. It is almost a standard nowadays to have mandatory access control in place [10]. In this particular implementation, grouping of users according to their institutional responsibilities and the differences in data access needs has proven to be most effective in terms of resource usage efficiency [7, 11]. This is exactly the motivation behind role based authorization mechanisms in various institutions. In this particular case, the web based system was made to emulate the traditional education system and hence make it easier for the new system users to assimilate to the technology. This way, technology will have enhanced traditional duties thus improving performance [9, 10] on one hand while reducing the time required for training the users on the other hand.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the development of a mechanism for the authorization and monitoring of data for a web based e-learning system has been presented. System data as well as the different user groups accessing the data have been defined. Constraints to use the LAMP solution stack, the UML models have been coded in PHP which is embedded in the HTML. These interfaces are used as doorways through which different users, as per their role, can access and work on the system data according to their clearance. On the other hand, the administrator can see different reports, from system logs by using user-friendly interface.

The developed system is currently under tests. The test results will be included in the full paper.
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